The Drawing Book Project
[N, O]
The home-page for the Drawing Book Project can be found here.
A bibliography of United Kingdom published drawing books and
related material for art instruction, from the 16th century to 1900.
Books published 1900-1914 will form a later supplement.
It includes instruction manuals on all forms of painting, drawing,
engraving, colour theory, perspective, anatomy for artists, &c.
I would welcome details of any rarer or unusual items, especially
suites of the 17th century 'drawing books' which mainly exist only
in fragmentary parts, or single plates. Also ancillary material such as
prospectuses, subscription announcements, trade-cards, adverts,
hand-bills which relate to the books, drawing academies, and
drawing masters. Manuscript material also helps build this picture.
As this is an on-line ‘working’ project, new material is being added
constantly, so item numbers have not been added, as the bibliography is
so to speak a moving feast.
Please reference this bibliography if re-using
any of the entries or descriptive text, and no unauthorised copying
of the Ken Spelman catalogue entries please
Found a mistake? Have some extra information?
Please contact Tony Fothergill at tony.fothergill@kenspelman.com
© Tony Fothergill, York, www.kenspelman.com

Note: as this project was first started over 30 years ago, pre-internet, it was then
thought impossible to gain information on the huge range of anonymous and
ephemeral material published to aid students in drawing and painting. Then
along came four children which side-lined it for a long time, and there was just
not the time to devote to it. Lock-down and the internet has rekindled the idea,
and although still a work in progress, it will now start appearing one letter, or
small step, at a time.

ESTC titles have been hyperlinked to their entry, so as to keep library locations
up to date.
British Museum & other Museum items have also been linked, to bring up
images of material.
Place of publication is ‘London’ unless otherwise specified.
As this is being compiled from working notes kept over 30 years, much
refinement is taking place as the project moves forward, and references &c., are
not at present in a standardized form, and will later form a separate index on the
website.
The home-page for the Drawing Book Project can be found here.

NATHAN, Henry. Henry Nathan by 1850-1873, Henry Nathan & Son by 1874-1881, Henry
Nathan & Sons 1881-1914. At 8 Bridge St, Manchester 1847-1848, other addresses in
London and Liverpool c.1848-1850, 10 Back King St, Manchester 1850-1854, 17 John
Dalton St, Manchester 1854-1856, 119 Deansgate, Manchester 1857-1914, 168 Deansgate
1874. Brush manufacturers and artists’ colourmen.
ref: British artists' suppliers, 1650-1950

NATTES, John Claude. Engraved trade card for the artist and drawing master John Claude
Nattes, "pupil of Mr Dean, respectfully acquaints the Nobility & Gentrey that he teaches
Drawing in the manner of that celebrated Master... [and] likewise continues to decorate
Drawings & Prints in the most elegant manner, & has a very superior method of fixing or
binding Drawings in Chalks or Lead to prevent them from being Effaced."
95mm x 95mm. c1810.
Yale Center for British Art. NC730 .N37 1781 Box
Also: Heal: 56.10. and other variants; Yale Center for British Art.
"[Nattes] exhibited regularly at the Royal Academy from 1780. As well as a painter,
he was a watercolourist, drawing master and print dealer and a founding member of
the Old Watercolour Society, from which he was expelled in 1807 for submitting
other artists' works under his name. From 1802 he made frequent visits and several
sojourns to France. For a long time he was assumed to have died around 1822 but it is
now known he died in London 7 Sept. 1839." - British Museum collections database.
According to the BM, Nattes was at this address in 1781.
Sketchbook, 1815, of J.C. Nattes: Bodleian Library MS. Eng. c. 6067.

NATTES, John Claude. Practical Geometry, or an Introduction to Perspective. Translated
from the French of Leclerc; with additions and alterations ... with forty vignettes ... by W.H.
Pyne ; the problems engraved by T. King.
W. Miller, and may be had of Mr. Nattes, 1805.
8vo. 3 preliminary leaves, [v]-x, 98pp., engraved title-page, 44 etched plates by Pyne
within the pagination.
Yale Center for British Art

NATTES, John Claude. Natte's Practical Geometry, or Introduction to Perspective.
Translated from the French of Le Clerc; with additions and alterations. A work not only
useful to those who cultivate the elegant art of drawing, but also recommended to the student
in various branches of the arts and sciences. To which is added an easy method of making an
oval of any given proportions: also the rule for forming a geometrical plan and elevation.
With forty-four vignettes, etched from designs analogous to the different geometrical figures,
by W.H. Pyne. The problems engraved by T. King. Second edition.

Published by P. Wright, Broad Street, Bloomsbury. 1819.
8vo. x, 98pp., printed and hand-coloured title-pages, 45 plates each with engraved
geometrical diagram and hand-coloured etched vignette.
Abbey, Life 160, text watermarked 1802, plates J. Whatman 1822. “The disparity in
watermark dates suggests that the volume is composite, the text being first edition
sheets, and the plates new impressions of first edition plates with four new ones
added.” Yale Center for British Art.

NATTES, John Claude. Prospectus for Natte's Guide to Drawing from Nature, or Elementary
Lessons for those who wish to attain the useful and pleasing art of drawing local views.
Folded sheet with text in double-columns in English and French and with etched vignette of
Louis XVI's Temple at Paris.
Ackermann. March. 1803.
Gilpin to Ruskin, 84 (private collection).

NATTES, John Claude. One Hundred and Twenty Examples of Rural Scenery, calculated to
facilitate the practice of Drawing Landscapes from Nature. 12s.
N.B. the two last [with J.C.Nattes, One Hundred and Sixty Examples of Animals ]
may be had done up together, under the title of Nattes and Calon’s Examples,at 20s;
and, for the convenience of Students and Masters, plain Exercise-Books for each, of
corresponding sizes and pages, made of Fine Drawing-paper,may be had, at 5s each.”
Advert in Hamilton’s The Elements of Drawing, 1812.

NATTES, John Claude. Nattes's Guide to Draw (sic) from Nature, or Elementary Lessons for
those who wish to attain the useful and pleasing art of drawing local views.
Ackerman. 1818.
folio. Title-page, and 24 plates (erratically numbered) Engraved by Carree,
published by Nattes in March 1818. Title page incorporating the design of the
prospectus, with text in double-columns in English and French and with etched
vignette of Louis XVI's Temple at Paris.

[NATTES, John Claude]. Picturesque Drawing Book, containing Six Beautiful Line
Engravings, arranged and adapted expressly for the Use of Amateurs.
c1805 or later.
oblong folio. 10" x 12"., title and 6 engraved plates by J. Fittler after J.C. Nattes.

Ref: Marlborough Rare Books 1987.

NEALE, J.P. (publ). [Painting Book].
J.P. Neale. 1795.
oblong 8vo. 210 x 110mm. 6 engraved plates with two states, uncoloured and hand
coloured.

NEEDHAM, Jonathan. Studies of Trees in Pencil and in Water Colors. First [and Second]
Series.
Blackie and Son. [1880].
4to. Two volumes. 50, [2]pp; 52, [4]pp., 18 tipped-in colour plates and 33 black
and white drawings. Original decorative cloth, of similar colour but each with a
different design as published.
The First Series is ‘Lessons in Foliage Contrasts. Oak, Ash, Beech, &c.’ The Second
deals with Fir, Lime, Elm, Beech, Larch, Birch, Chestnut, Poplar and Willow.

NEILAN, Mr. Mr. Neilan was on Friday elected drawing master to the Royal Dublin society,
in room of Mr. West, who retires on a pension.
18th Feb 1846 - Limerick Chronicle.

NELSON, Robert R. Robert R. Nelson 1840-1846, 1853-1876 (not in business
independently 1847-1852), Alfred Nelson 1877-1904, Alfred Nelson & Son 1904-1918 or
later. At 32 Nicolson St, Edinburgh 1840-1846, 27 South Hanover St by 1853-1867, 19 South
Hanover St 1868-1902, street renumbered 1902, 37 South Hanover St 1903-1918 or later.
Stationers, booksellers, printsellers, artists’ colourmen, carvers and gilders.
ref: British artists' suppliers, 1650-1950

NERI, Antonio. The Art of Glass, wherein are shown the wayes to make and colour glass,
pastes, enamels, lakes, and other curiosities. Written in Italian by Antonio Neri, and translated
into English, with some observations on the author. Whereunto is added an account of the
glass drops, made by the Royal Society, meeting at Gresham College.
printed by A[lice]. W[arren]. for Octavian Pulleyn, at the sign of the Rose in St. Pauls
Church-yard . 1662.
8vo. [24], 362, [4]pp., one woodcut diagram, initial imprimatur leaf.
ESTC R5202. A translation by Christopher Merret of Neri, Antonio. L’arte vetraria
distinta in libri sette.

A NEW BOOK OF FLOWERS.
published 12th May 1794, by Laurie & Whittle.
small 4to. A suite of 6 numbered engraved plates, stitched as issued, and with the first
plate carrying the title and imprint. The plates depict Mundi Rose, Flower de Lis,
Honeysuckle, Auricula, Lilly, Anemone.

A NEW BOOK, for the use of all those who are any way conversant in designing, building,
carving, painting and drawing ships.
Laurie & Whittle, 1799.
4to. 8 leaves all illustrations.
‘Drawing-Books from capital Drawings, well engraved in quarto, price one shilling
each.” Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

A NEW BOOK of Sporting Horses, in various actions.
A New Book of various Flowers.
“New and Curious Drawing Books, Six Leaves in each, are sold at Sixpence each.”
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

NEW DRAWING BOOK, particularly adapted for the use of miniature painters, comprising
46 antique and modern heads. 7s. 6d.
Advertised in 1829 at the back of Cawse's "Introduction to the Art of Painting".

NEW DRAWING BOOK OF DOGS with Outlines.
W. Mason, 21 Clerkenwell Green. 1814.
8vo. Seen in Gilpin to Ruskin exhibition.

A NEW DRAWING BOOK of Landskips.
Published as the Act directs, 1784.
oblong 8vo. Five leaves, numbered 1-4 and 6, each containing an engraved view in
two states.
See: Yale Center for British Art:
[Landscape Views]. Published 12th May, 1794, by Laurie & Whittle, 53, Fleet Street,
London, 1794. 170mm x 200mm. A series of 6 etched landscape views, numbered
1-6, each in two states on the same sheet, in outline and shaded (with etched lines).

This may be an adaption of "A new drawing book of landskips" of 1784 which had a
similar arrangement of double plates.

NEW DRAWING BOOK of Out-Lines, very proper for the first-practice of all who are
willing to excell in that noble-art.
Printed & sold by Bakewell Head of Horn Tavern in Fleet-Street, 1722.
200mm x 290mm. [9] leaves of plates. Plates numbered 1-27. Three plates shown on
each page. Plate 1 is the engraved title.
Yale Center for British Art

A NEW DRAWING BOOK particularly adapted for the use of miniature painters, containing
46 antique and modern heads.
Most probably a re-issue of Silvester Harding. Ackermann.
Ford p.226.

THE NEW DRAWING BOOK consisting of numerous sketches from the first masters,
among others Rubens, Raphael, West, and Fuseli: with plain and simple rules for facilitating
the progress of students.
Dublin: William Frederick Wakeman, 1831.
4to. 2pp., 40 engraved plates, (at least 3 by Fuseli and one engraved by Blake).
Zurich Library: catalogued under Fuseli.

NEW HINTS by an Old Professor, on the Art of Miniature Painting. Respectfully dedicated
to Ladies who are Patronesses or Practitioners of that Elegant Pursuit.
Ackermann and Co. 1837.
8vo. 32, [4]pp priced catalogue for Ackermann and Co Repository of Arts.,
frontispiece and one plate both with hand colouring.
A hint to the anonymous author may come from the preface where he notes a gifted
pupil of such extraordinary promise that “William Beechey, on seeing him,
voluntarily and most liberally offered to instruct him in oil painting.... [and] that the
young gentleman I have named, after having attained the age of nine years, painted
miniatures, at seven shillings, and is now in full practice, patronized by the first rank
in England, and has from twenty-five guineas to one hundred for each portrait.”

NEW PROGRESSIVE Drawing Book: consisting of landscapes, shipping, animals etc.

Webb, Millington & Co. c1849.
oblong 8vo. Each part 4pp on stiff white paper, green paper covers.
McLean, Fawcett of Driffield 10.

THE NEW HANDMAID to arts, sciences, agriculture, &c. Containing 1. Prognostications for
the weather, by the moon, stars, rainbow, &c. 2. Monthly observations in the orchard,
kitchen-garden and flower-garden. 3. Observations in husbandry. 4. Complete farriery, or
Rules for the management of horses. 5. The vermin killer, containing methods to prevent and
destroy bugs, fleas, lice, pismires, flies, and all other kinds of vermin. 6. The most rare secret
how to catch fish; also the method to make bird-lime. Together with the whole art of limning
and painting, in oil and water-colours. Also the art of gilding wilth [sic] gold and silver,
wood, metals, leather, &c. with an oily size, and water gold. The method of colouring maps,
with directions for laying metzotinto prints on glass. The curious art and mystery of
japanning, to imitate the Indian way, with receipts for making the several varnishes. The
mystery of dying silks, stuffs, cloth, thread, and other things. To stain wood, horn, bone,
leather, &c. of various colours. To extract lake, and other curious colours from flowers, herbs,
seeds, &c. The art of making glass of christal of all sorts and colours. To take spots or stains
pitch, tar, rosin, wax, and ironmoulds out of silks, stuffs, linen or wollen, and recover faded,
silks: with many other things worthy of note. To which are added, many curiosities and rare
secrets, known to few, but exceeding useful.
Printed for, and sold by W. Clements, and J. Sadler, In the 1789.
12mo. 4, [1], 4-142pp.
ESTC T223450.

THE NEW HAND MAID to arts, sciences, agriculture, &c. Containing 1. Monthly
observations in the orchard, Kitchen and Flower Garden. 2. Observations in Husbandry. 3.
The Art of Breeding and Managing Canary Birds, &c. 4. Complete Farriery, or Rules for the
Management of Horses. 5. The Vermin Killer, containing Methods to prevent and destroy
Bugs, Fleas, Lice, Pismires, Files, and all other Kinds of Vermin: also, the most rare, Secret
how to catch Fish; and the method to make Bird-Lime. 6. The whole Art of Painting in Oil
and Water Colours: also, the whole Art of Gilding with Gold and Silver, and mixing water
colours, &c. 7. Directions for making of, Colours for divers purposes, in the Art of painting
Prints with Water Colours. 8. The mystery of dying silks, Stuffs, Cloth, Thread, Nankeen,
Turkey Red on Cotton and other Things. - To stain Wood, Horn, Bone, Leather, &c. of
various Colours. To extract Lake, and other curious Colours from Flowers, Herbs, Seeds, &c.
together with many curious Receipts to take Spots or Stains, Pitch, Tar, Rosin, Wax and
Ironmoulds out of Silks, Stuffs, Linen or Woollen, and to recover faded Silks; with many
other Things worthy of Note. To which are added, a curious collection of miscellaneous
articles.
printed for, and sold by W. Clements, and J. Sadler, in the year, 1790.
8vo. 4, [1], 4-118pp.

ESTC T133663.

THE NEW PAINTING BOOK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. A concertina comprising of 8
panels each with a coloured and uncoloured version of the illustration. They depict children
cycling, on a swing, blind nam’s buff, with hoops, throwing snowballs and on a see-saw.
Some separation to the joints between panels, and edge wear to the decorative outer wrapper
which bears the title.
Raphael Tuck and Sons. 1883.
13 x 75 cm (folded to 14 x 10 cm). Leaves each split into 2 frames, the upper ones
coloured to act as a painting guide. Folded concertina-style. Publication date from
'The printing times and lithographer' volume 9 (April 15, 1883), page 86.

NEWEY, H. Foster. Elementary Drawing: being a few practical hints for art students and
teachers.
Chapman and Hall. 1894.
8vo. xii, 124pp., illustrations in the text.., 8pp publisher's list.

NEWMAN, G & J. Trade card of G & J Newman, oil & colourmen, with new address added
in pen and ink at Bridge Row, Ranelagh (formerly at Little Chelsea, London); text in
rectangular border, with shield in oval on top, garlands at the sides held at the top corners by
putti; an artist painting a portrait at bottom left corner, and a man making ink(?) at the right
bottom corner. Etching and engraving, printed in red. 92mm x 129mm.
BM: D,2.1555

NEWMAN, James. Trade card of James Newman, oil & colourmen, at No.24, Soho Square,
London; cupid sitting on clouds, resting his arms on oval with text in front of him to the left,
looking towards the viewer; in oval.
Stipple and etching, coloured a la poupée and hand-coloured. Lettered with production detail:
"G. Vitalba del. et sculp. / London Published October 10 1803, by Ja.s Newman No 24, Soho
Square". 197mm x 153mm.
BM: Heal,89.106
See also: ref: British artists' suppliers, 1650-1950

NEWMAN, James. The Principles and Practice of Harmonious Colouring, in oil, water, and
photographic colours, especially as applied to photographs on paper, glass, and silver-plate.
Fourth edition (expanded)
W. Kent & Co., and James Newman, 1859.

8vo. x, 88pp., one leaf of plates.
Second edition. 1859. xi, 98pp.
Fourth edition (expanded). 1859. xii, 112, [4]pp., illustrated adverts.
Fourth edition. 1863. xii, 112pp.
Fifth edition. 1865. xii, 116, 16pp illustrated catalogue of materials.
Sixth edition. 1867. 120pp.
Eighth edition. 1872. 128pp, adverts.
Ninth edition. 1872. v, 128, 15pp.
Tenth edition. 1874. [2], v, [1], 128pp., illustrations.
Fourteenth edition. 1886. . xii, 115, [1], 16pp adverts, 34pp adverts, [20]pp adverts.
NEWMAN, James. Catalogue.
Thomas and Sons. c1890 (possibly slightly later).
8vo. xxii, 151pp., printed in blue and red, 2 leaves with numerous samples of
coloured mounting boards mounted on both sides, other illustrations throughout.

NEWMAN, W.S. Instructions for Mixing Colours in Water, for the use of beginners in
drawing and painting.
Yarmouth. Printed by I.D. Downes, 1801.
8vo. 25pp.
Noted in Fawcett p.29 / copy at Huntington / Yale Center for British Art (title-page
mutilated)

NEWSOM, Richard Bowden. Richard Bowden Newsom, 14 Wellington St, Borough,
London 1834-1837, oilman and artists’ colourman; 7, 8 and 9 Leyland St, Vauxhall 1837,
candle maker and preparer of canvas and mill boards for artists; 9-10 Leland St, Lambeth
1839 candlemaker and colourman.
ref: British artists' suppliers, 1650-1950

NEWNUM. They had also engaged the services Mr., tho drawing master, and specimens his
works would be introduced that day.

22nd Dec 1838 - Yorkshire Gazette.
14th April 1838. At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the York Proprietary
School, held on Tuesday, Mr. T. E. Newnum was appointed Drawing Master to the
institution. - Yorkshire Gazette.
21st Dec 1839 - York Herald

NICHOLLS, W.A. The National Drawing Master, on a new principle greatly facilitating
self-instruction in landscape and figure drawing:with several hundred illustrations and copy
studies leading from the elementary to the higher branches of art in pencil and color also
natural perspective, an entirely new system of practical perspective, easy, simple, and
avoiding the ordinary errors of other systems.
Ackermann and Co., 96, Strand ; Reeves and Sons, 113, Cheapside, 1855.
8vo. viii, 118pp., 56 plates, some folded.

NICHOLLS, W.A. The National Drawing Master, on a new principle greatly facilitating selfinstruction in landscape and figure drawing; from the elementary to the higher branches of art
in pencil and color; and containing every variety of rules, with several hundred illustrations
and copy studies. Also the perspective of nature, a new and easy system of practical
perspective, combined with rules for sketching from nature. Second edition.
Reeves and Sons. c1865.
8vo. viii, 118, xxxvipp., 56 plates with wood engraved illustrations in the text

NICHOLLS, W.A. My Drawing Master: a complete practical elementary guide, greatly
facilitating self-instruction in every branch of drawing. With upwards of seventy illustrations
& copy examples.
National drawing master Office, 54, Paternoster Row, 1855.
8vo. [3], 6-14pp., 9 plates.
"The contents of the following pages form a valuable abstract from the rudimentary
portion of the successful work 'the National Drawing Master, '

NICHOLLS, W.A. The Royal Road to Drawing on a Superior New System; for the use of
families, schools, and self-instructors, adapted for easy, artistic, and efficient tuition: with
upwards of 300 varied and attractive copy studies; and suitable illustrated rules; embracing a
series on the first steps for sketchers, and the A.B.C. of perspective.
Reeves and Sons. [1870].

oblong 8vo. [6], 30pp., frontispiece, 7 leaves with wood-engraved figures, 16
lithograph plates printed on both sides, 48 text figures and engraved vignettes.

NICHOLSON, Francis. The Practice of Drawing and Painting Landscape from Nature, in
Water Colours; exemplified in a series of instructions calculated to facilitate the progress of
the learner; including the elements of perspective, their application in sketching from nature,
and the explanation of various processes of colouring, for producing from the outline a
finished picture; with observations on the study of nature, and various other matters relative
to the arts.
Printed for the Author; and published by J. Booth, Duke Street, Portland Place, and T Clay,
Ludgate Hill. 1820.
4to. [4], iv, 91, (1 blank)pp., 5 plates of which 1 folding engraved, 1 lithograph, 2
aquatint, and 1 folding aquatint with 1 view in four states (2 hand-coloured).
Abbey, Life 162, watermarked 1816, 1819. Gilpin to Ruskin, 29.
Yale Center for British Art

NICHOLSON, Francis. The Practice of Drawing and Painting Landscape from Nature, in
Water Colours; exemplified in a series of instructions calculated to facilitate the progress of
the learner; including the elements of perspective. Their application in drawing from nature,
and the explanation of various processes of colouring...with observations on the study of
nature, and various other matters relative to the arts. Second edition.
John Murray, Albermarle-Street. 1823.
4to. xi, [1], 118, [2]pp., 15 lithograph plates, of which 2 double-page (1 handcoloured).
Abbey, Life 163, watermarked 1823. Gilpin to Ruskin, 29b.

NICHOLSON, Francis. Lithographic Impressions from Sketches of British Scenery.
Rodwell and Martin. 1821.
oblong folio. Lithograph title with vignette and 36 lithograph plates by Hullmandel
on yellowish paper.

NICHOLSON, Francis. Six Lithographic Impressions of Sketches from Nature.
PRINTED AT Rowney & Forster’s Lithographic Press 51 Rathbone Place. 1820-1821.

oblong folio. Parts 1-6 [all published]. 36 lithographs.

Abbey, Life 161, one part only, watermarked 1818.

NICHOLSON, George. Drawing Book. Ackermann.
Ford p.227

NICHOLSON, Peter. The Rudiments of Practical Perspective.
J. Taylor. 1822.

8vo. xviii, [2], 122, [16]pp adverts, 38 engraved plates (1 folding).
Edward Lumley. 1835.
Second edition. 8vo. xviii, 122pp., 38 engraved plates (1 folding).
Edward Lumley. 1838.
8vo. xviii, 122pp., 38 engraved plates (1 folding).

NICHOLSON, Peter. A Treatise on Practical Perspective, without the use of vanishing
points; being an application of the centrolinead to perspective, &c. with a general description
of the instrument.
J. Barfield. 1815.
8vo. vi, iv, 5-35pp., 13 plates.

NICHOLSON, Peter. A Treatise on Projection.
Newcastle. 1837.
8vo. 136pp., 62 plates.

NICHOLSON, Peter. A Treatise on Projection.
Richard Groombridge. 1840.
4to. xvi, 136pp., engraved title-page, frontispiece and 64 plates (numbered 1-62, A,
B).

NICHOLSON, W. Description of a New Instrument for drawing equidistant & other parallel
lines with great accuracy& expedition; intended principally for the use of engravers.
Journal of Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and the Arts 2: 429-431, 1 plate. 1799.
Wakeman and Bridson

NISBET, Ethel. Flower Painting for Beginners. Twelve studies from nature, executed in a
bold and simple style, with lessons in sketching and colouring. With many outline sketches
and full instructions.
Blackie. c1890.
8vo. 74, [4]pp., 12 tipped in colour plates.

NISBET, Hume. Lessons in Art.
Chatto and Windus. 1891.
8vo. x, 119, 32pp adverts., frontispiece and 20 text illustrations.

NOBLE, Edward. The Elements of Linear Perspective demonstrated by geometrical
principles, and applied to the most general and concise modes of practice with an
introduction, containing so much of the elements of geometry as will render the whole
rationale of perspective intelligible, without any previous mathematical knowledge.
T. Davies. 1771.
8vo. cxvi, [1], 298pp., 4 + 48 plates.
ESTC T100912

NOBLE, F. The Principles & Practice of Colour Printing stated and explained.
London. 1881.
vi, 174pp., 50 plates.
Wakeman and Bridson

NOBLE, Richard Pratchelt. A Guide to Water Colour Painting.
Rowney and Co. 1850.
8vo. iv, [2], 60, 44pp of illustrated adverts., chromolithograph frontispiece by
Leightons and Taylor.
Second edition. 1850. iv, 60, [2]pp., colour frontispiece
Third edition. 1850. iv, 60pp., colour frontispiece
Fourth edition. 1850. iv, 60pp., colour frontispiece
Sixth edition. 1857. v, [7]-62 pp., colour frontispiece
Eleventh edition. c1872.
Thirteenth edition. 1874. 58, 48pp., colour frontispiece
Sixteenth edition. c1880. 58pp., colour frontispiece.
Nineteenth edition. c1882. 58pp., colour frontispiece.
Twenty Fifth edition. 1885. 58pp., colour frontispiece.

Thirty second edition.

NOBLE, Thomas. Practical Perspective, Exemplified on Landscapes. Engraved by John
Clark.
Printed for, published and sold by, Edward Orme. 1805.
4to. iv, [1], 6-36pp + (2)pp., hand-coloured frontispiece and 11 aquatint plates of
which one (plate 8) is hand-coloured. Plates dated Jany 1 1805. Also large-paper
copies.
Abbey, Life 42. Gilpin to Ruskin, 39.

NOBLE, Thomas. Practical Perspective, Exemplified on Landscapes. Engraved by John
Clark. The second edition. With an Essay on the Practice of Taking Views, and many other
considerable additions and improvements by the author.
Edward Orme. 1809. [paper watermarked 1808].
4to. viii, 57, [3]pp., frontispiece, 2 explanatory plates and 10 further plates, of which
2 are coloured. With a verse dedication.
First published four years earlier, this edition has revisions and an extra plate.
Prefatory "Stanzas on Perspective" and 2pp advertisement to this edition.

NOBLE, Thomas. Academic Letters: consisting of Epistles from Youths at School to their
Friends and Parents: interspersed with Exercizes, Essays and Pieces of Poetry.
J. Harris. 1808.
8vo. vii, 182pp + contents leaf.
Published the same year as the second edition of his treatise on Practical Perspective,
this volume contains two "letters" on art instruction; one dealing with landscape
drawing, the other with perspective. In simple terms Noble advocates the use of the
"science" of perspective alongside the emotional appeal of colour.

NOEL, Amelia. 1795-1804.

NORGATE, Edward. Miniatura, or the Art of Limning. [Manuscript copy in the Bodleian
Library, Tanner: 326, 48ff].
“First written in 1627-8, and revised for presentation to the 3rd Earl of Arundel in
1648. Never published by the author, it circulated in many manuscript versions
amongst the virtuosi... and was the basis for a number of drawing manuals published
in the second half of the century. John Evelyn included the publication of Norgate’s
treaise in his plans for ‘a history of trades’ dating from 1657, but when the larger plan

was dropped, he included only portions of it in his Sculptura of 1662. Excerpts from
Norgate’s treatise had already made their first appearance in print. in William
Sanderson’s Graphice in 1658, and were repeated in most of the other drawing
manuals of the seventeenth century... On the whole, these published versions... were
full of errors, so manuscript copies continued to be made, circulated, and treasured.” ”
Sloan, K. The Noble Art. 2000.
For a recent, and very detailed study of this work see: Contextualizing England’s
First Printed Source about Limning: A Book-Historical Study of A Very Proper
Treatise (1573). A.D.G. Leemans, 2018.

NOTICE on the origin and practice of the new invention of lithography. Philosophical
Magazine, vol. xlix, January-June 1817, pp. 215-218.

NOVICE, George William. Lights in Art. A Review of Ancient and Modern Pictures. With
critical remarks on the present state, treatment, and preservation of oil paintings.
Edinburgh: William P. Nimmo. 1865.
8vo. ix, 328pp.

NOVICE, George William. Lights in Art. A Review of Ancient and Modern Pictures. With
critical remarks on the present state, treatment, and preservation of oil paintings. Second
edition, with improvements.
Edinburgh: Thomas and Archibald Constable. 1874.
8vo. ix, [3], 368pp., half-title., and with list of subscribers.

O’CONNELL, D. Drawing Master and Collector of Rents. Late of Dublin, now of Leith.
7th Aug 1841 - Northern Star & Leeds Advertiser.

O’CONNOR. Twelve Subjects for transferring upon white wood screens, Nos. 1 and 2;
drawn on stone by M. O’Connor. Plain, 10s.6d. per set, coloured 21s; or separately plan, 1s;
coloured, 2s.
Advert on the wrapper of A New Progressive Drawing Book of Landscapes. c1840.

O'NEIL, Henry. A Guide to Pictorial Art: how to use the black lead pencil, chalks, and water
colours: the capabilities of these materials, with every information necessary to put the
student on the proper course for attaining excellence in the fine arts.
Rowney, Dillon and Rowney, 1846.
8vo. xii, 93, [13]pp.
Fourth edition. 1849. xii, 94pp.
Fifth edition. 1861. xii, 67, 23pp adverts.

O'NEIL, Henry. Lectures on Painting delivered at the Royal Academy. With additional notes
and appendix.
Bradbury, Evans, & Co., 11, Bouverie St., E.C., 1866.
8vo. x, [2],140pp.

OAKLEY, Edward. The Magazine of Architecture, Perspective, and Sculpture in Five Parts.
Part the first. Geometrical, practical, & usefull [sic] problems ; for ye describing of circles,
ovals, arches, groyns (Regular or rampant) & polygons, ye mouldings made use of in
architecture; the handrail to stair-cases; ye wreath'd columns; ionic (capital antient & modern)
volutes; & to flute columns and pilasters : Part the second. Plain & easy directions, for the
construction of ye five orders of architecture , with their imposts & arches, plans, elevations
& profiles, (accurately describ'd by feet, inches & parts; likewise by the customary measure of
modules & minutes) frontispieces & windows; ornaments for mouldings, capitals & freezes;
fretts & flowers; enrich'd pedestals for statues; compartiments [sic] for domes, soffites of
arches & pavements; of the proportion and cieling [sic] of rooms; and designs of obelisks :
Part the third. On the disposition & regularity of stair-cases; with several necessary
improvements, wherein the symetry [sic] requir'd is preserv'd in ye steps & halfpaces, &c.
also in ye rangeing [sic] ballisters & ornaments : Part the fourth. A most easy & expeditious
method, to delineate in perspective, all designs relating to architecture, after a new manner,
wholly free from ye confusion of occult lines : Part the fifth. The parts of human-body
describ'd; with ye nature of motion reduc'd to geometrical rules; to which is added, a
collection of ye most beautiful antique statues, with their parts describ'd, as measur'd from the
originals / engraven on 96 copper plates by Benjn. Cole ; to which is annexed, an alphabetical

explanation of ye terms made use of in architecture ; collected from the most approv'd
authors, antient & modern, particularly, Palladio, Scamozzi & Vignola, & made a work of
general use for gentlemen, architects, sculptors, painters, workmen, & all persons concern'd in
building, by Edward Oakley, Architect.
Westminster: Printed by A. Campbell, for the author, (over against Tom's Coffee House), in
St. Martin's-Lane & B. Creake, at the Bible in Jermyn-Street, Near St. James's Church,. 1730.
folio. [10], 119, 1pp,[ pp. 77-78 omitted as is correct, see Harris], including
engraved title-page and dedication., 94 engraved plates.
ESTC T154195

OAKLEY, Edward. The Magazine of Architecture, Perspective, and Sculpture: in five parts.
Part the first, geometrical, practical, & usefull problems; ... Part the second, plain & easy
directions, for the construction of ye five orders of architecture ... Part the third, on the
disposition & regularity of stair-cases; ... Part the fourth, a most easy & expeditious method,
to delineate in perspective; ... Part the fifth, the parts of human body describ'd; ... Engraven on
96 copper plates, by Benj:n Cole. To which is annex'd, an alphabetical explanation of ye
terms made use of in architecture collected from the most approv'd authors, antient [sic] &
modern; particularly, Palladio, Scamozzi & Vignola & made a work of general use for
gentlemen, architects, sculptors, painters, workmen, & all persons concern'd in building.
Westminster: Printed, by A. Campbell, for the author, (over against Tom's Coffee House) in
St. Martin's-Lane, & B. Creake, at the Bible in Jermyn-Street, near St. James's church, 1731.
folio. [12], 119, [1]p., 93, [5] plates.
ESTC T172292

OAKLEY, Edward. The Magazine of Architecture, Perspective, and Sculpture: in five parts.
... The second edition, engraven on 97 copper plates. To which is annex'd, an alphabetical
explanation of ye terms made use of in architecture. Collected from the most approv'd
authors.
Westminster printed for the author, & B. Creake 1733.
folio. [12], 119, [1]pp., 95 unnumbered leaves of plates. The plates are engraved by
Benjamin Cole after the author's designs. Prelim. pages [1] and [3] (title-page and 1st
page of dedication) are also engraved by Cole.
ESTC N34685

OFFOR Edward. The Art of Illuminating without a Master. A series of examples in outline
from original manuscripts, with instructions for colouring them, etc.
4to. London, 1865.

OLIVER, John. Advertised that he published a New Drawing Book. not in Wing. Ogden
List notes an advertisement in the London Gazette, February 18, 1688-89 for: A New
Drawing Book, containing the Several Parts of the Body... engraven on 23 copper plates.

ONE HUNDRED and fourteen Perspective Views of the most principal Cities, pleasant
Villages, and delightful Country-houses, Canals, &c in the United Provinces: they are divided
into the following [18] Numbers for the Use of Learners to copy after. Price 6d. Each.
Sayer & Bennett, 1775.

OPIE, John. Lectures on Painting, delivered at the Royal Academy of Arts: with a letter on
the proposal for a Public Memorial of the Naval Glory of Great Britain... to which are
prefixed, a Memoir by Mrs Opie.
Longman, Hurst, Rees & Orme. 1809.
4to. vi, [2], 81, [3], first of which is numbered 80*), 166, [3]pp 172-186 (complete
thus), mezzotint portrait frontispiece of Opie, 9 plates with etched portraits of Old
Master painters by J. Girtin (printed with coloured backgrounds), 1 other plate with
etched portrait of William Hogarth.

OPIE, John. Lectures on Painting delivered at the Royal Academy of Arts, London, by John
Opie. Also a letter on the proposal for a public memorial of the navel glory of Great Britain.
M. Arnold. 1832.
8vo. 64pp.

ORAM, William. Precepts and Observations on the Art of Colouring in Landscape Painting.
Arranged from the author's original ms. and published by Charles Clarke, Esq. F.S.A.
Printed for White and Cochrane, Horace's Head, Fleet Street; by Richard Taylor and Co. Shoe
Lane, 1810.
4to. xvi, 104pp., 6 engraved outline plates with a key to the appropriate colouring.
The text contains scales of gradation for colours, and a "palette of colours for
painting skies and buildings".
Yale Center for British Art.

ORDISH, Thomas. Thomas Ordish, 27 Lambs Conduit St, London 1850-1853 as bookseller
and stationer, 56 Brompton Row 1854-1861 as artists' colourman, 13 Paternoster RowEC
1862 as photographic publisher and printer, also listed as a photographer at 56 Brompton

Row 1859-1862 and 13 Paternoster Row 1860-1862.
ref: British artists' suppliers, 1650-1950

ORIGINAL SKETCHES from Nature by Various Masters.
T. Simpson. 1793.
oblong folio. Three parts. Part I, 7 plates, Parts II and III, 8 plates each.

ORIGINAL SKETCHES from Nature, by Various Masters.
Published ... by John P. Thompson, Jany. 2, 1804.
folio. 16 prints, crayon manner, including title-page. The set includes prints
previously issued by other publishers. Six prints have imprint: "London, Pubd. Jany.
1, 1795, by T. Simpson ... and Darling & Thompson ...". Five of these six are after
James Ward, the sixth is unattributed; the printmaker, where named, is John Whessell.
Three prints have imprint: "London, Pubd. Jany 1, 1796 by John P. Thompson ...".
The printmaker for all three is John Whessell, after T. Barrett and Julius Ibbetson. The
seven remaining prints, including the title print, have imprint: "London, Published
Jany. 2, 1804, by John P. Thompson ..." They include prints by "J.T." and John
Whessell, after James Ward and George Morland.
See BM: 1871,1209.550. Sheet from a drawing book, two lion cubs lying down, one
leaning on the back of the other, bones in the foreground; trimmed. c.1795. The edge
of a reproduction of Ward's signature just visible at left of sheet. Probably from the
drawing book published by Simpson, Darling & Thompson in 1795.
Yale Center for British Art

ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS for Ladies' Work Boxes, Screens &c. Ackermann.

Ford p.227

ORLANDI, Pellegrino Antonio. Repertorium Sculptile-Typicum: or a complete collection
and explanation of the several marks and cyphers by which the prints of the best engravers are
distinguished.... translated from the Abcedario Pittorico.
by S.G. for Sam. Harding. 1730.

small 8vo in fours. 160 woodcuts of engravers' cyphers and Harding's advertisement
at the end.
ESTC T116407

ORME, Daniel. Trade card of Daniel Orme, featuring an allegorical engraving of a woman

painting, beneath a pair of putti. 130mm x 90mm.
Yale: Z232 .O76 1792 Box
"A choice collection of pictures, drawings & prints, by the most approved artists. Also
all sorts of picture frames, drawing materials, sattin prints, & medallions ..."
Daniel Orme was active at No. 14 Old Bond Street from 1792 to 1797. See: Maxted, I.
The London book trades.
Recorded in the Heal collection (now in the British Museum): 59.117.

ORME, Edward. Trade card of Edward Orme, engraver, draughtsman and publisher at Bond
street; a group of various objects with a bust statue in profile to the right at the centre, palette
with brushes below, two paintings to the right, music sheets and music instruments below.
Etching and stipple. Lettered with production details: "Danl Orme delt / Published Jany [cut]
corner of Brook St & Bond St". 222mm x 162mm.
BM: Banks,3.26

ORME, Edward. Orme's Pocket Sketch Book: containing studies from nature : to consist of
landscape, figures, animals, &c. &c.: to be continued in numbers: price 2s. 6d. each in black
and 5s. in colours: 12 numbers will form one pocket volume.
Published and sold by Edwd. Orme. 1799.
The Line of Beauty: British Drawings and Watercolors of the Eighteenth Century ;
(May 17, 2001-September 2, 2001; Yale Center for British Art)
Yale Center for British Art has two sets of four plates, cased together . Set 1 includes
the engraved title to part number 1 (a 5th plate); engravings are hand-colored. Set 2 is
uncolored, and lacks any title. Its first engraving varies from that in the first set (and
lacks an imprint); the three remaining engravings are the same in both sets.

ORME, Edward. Orme’s New Sketch Book.
Lettered above image with series title, below image with production detail: "Wm.
Orme Delint.", publication line: "Publish'd & sold by Edwd. Orme, New Bond Strt.
corner of Brook Strt. London. Where may be had a great variety of drawing books &
every new publication." 140mm x 237mm. n.d.
Orme's sketch book' is a drawing book which consists of figure studies and
landscapes, many etched after William Orme, published by his brother Edward Orme.
At the British Museum, three prints from this series are kept bound together with this
title (1912,0829.52-55), and two further loose prints must have been once bound
together with this set (1912,0829.56-57).
BM 1912,0829.52

Yale Center for British Art, 4ff. 200mm x 280mm.

ORME, Edward. Edwd. Orme’s Catalogue for 1809, of British Engravings, Drawing-Books,
Transparent Prints, and Works of the Fine Arts. Published by E.O. Bond Street, the Corner of
Brook Street.
Lists:
A Book of the Rudiments of Drawing Landscape, beginning with the first Outlines
and continuing throuhg the regular process to the finished Landscape, most useful
Book for Learners, containing 22 plates by Orme. 1l 11s 6d, may be had in numbers,
at 5s each,.
Landscape Embellishments, by W. Orme, consisting of single Figures & Groups of
Figures use to introduce into Landscape, price 10s 6d.
A Book of Four large Heads for Chalk Drawing, by Daniel Orme, 5s.

ORME, Edward. "Publishing by Subscription, in one large 4to. Vol containing 20 plates price
£2.2.0 and to be delivered on Her Majesty's Birth Day May 19, 1807. An Essay on
Transparencies. By Edward Orme, Bond Street, the Corner of Brook Street, The best Copies
to be delivered to early Subscribers. No Money to be paid at time of Subscribing."
Jan 1st 1807.
8 7/8 x 5 ½". Etching with stipple by James Godby after Orme, hand-coloured images
recto and verso, cat's eyes varnished to give the impression of glowing when held to
light. The cat image subsequently appears in the published work as a separate plate
without text.
A copy of the ‘Essay...’ sold at Christie’s in 2000 was extra-illustrated with this
prospectus, and bound without the subscriber’s list which was probably issued later.
The work had 1807, pre-publication watermarks.

ORME, Edward. An Essay on Transparent Prints, and on Transparencies in General.
for the Author. 1807.
4to. Decorative engraved title-page, printed title-page, dedication leaf, vii, 64, [3],
viiipp subscribers list noting 285 names., half-title., 4 text engravings, 5 engraved
plates (1 double-page), 13 hand-coloured engraved plates of which 7 are
transparencies, and 6 specimens of coloured varnished paper tipped onto one leaf.

ORME, William. Rudiments of Landscape Drawing and Perspective.
[Edward Orme], 59 New Bond Street. 1801-1802.

oblong folio. 1f + 2ff., handsome etched title-page, first part with 19 plates (etching,
soft-ground etching and aquatint, plain and coloured), second part with 4 aquatint
plates. Leaves of text printed by John Nichols, Soho, London.
Huntington copy has the plates dated March 1801-January 1802; watermarks
1799-1806.
V & A copy: Wove paper; watermarks: "J. Whatman 1814", "J. Whatman 1817", "J.
Whatman 1818", "J. Budgen 1805", "Stacey & Wise 1819", "W. Turner & Son".
Yale Center for British Art has 3 copies. Copy 1 printed on sheets with watermark
dated 1806. Copy 2 printed on sheets with watermark dated 1797.
Copies also at Winterthur, and Boston.
Abbey, Life 164. / BM: 1872,1109.463 not recording watermarks.
William Orme (exhib. 1791-1819) is probably best known for the fine aquatint
illustrations he provided for his brother(?) Edward's publications on India and the Far
East. Here Edward reciprocates publishing, his brother's own treatise on drawing,
tinting and perspective.
The treatise is arranged in two sections, the first on Landscape Drawing with a single
leaf of text giving advice on colours and describing the plates which leads the student
through simple line drawing, examples of cottages and trees, and progresses onto
larger landscape views in uncoloured and coloured state, concluding with three
finished tinted plates for the "learner's imitation and practice". The plates are all by
Orme and are engraved by Vivares, Stadler and Harraden. The second section,
Rudiments of Perspective, comprises two leaves of double column text, followed by
four aquatint plates including a view of Witney Oxfordshire.

ORME, William. Orme's Process of Tinting, with india-ink or water-colours: adapted for the
ease of beginners.
Manchester, n.p. 1800.
4to. [2] leaves, 4 unnumbered leaves of plates.
" ... the first number of a work, which, at some future time, I purpose to
extend"--Dedication./ Cover title./ Dedication signed: "William Orme, Ardwick,
Manchester."/ Ms. inscription on title label: "Sold at Conduit Street [No.] 25" (at
which address Orme's brother, Edward, had a shop until ca. 1800). V & A copy.

ORME, William. Studies from Nature: arranged as progressive lessons for instruction in the
art of drawing landscape / drawn and engraved by William Orme.
Pub. Jany. 24, 1810, by Edwd. Orme, printseller to the King. Engraver & publisher, Bond
Strt. corner of Brook Strt., 1810.

240mm x 310mm. [22] leaves of plates.
Yale Center for British Art: Engraved throughout, with several of the plates signed by
William rather than Edward Orme. Illustrations dated 1809-1810.

OSMANT, Mr. Drawing Master.
9th October 1837 - Sussex Advertiser.

OTTLEY, William Young. Notices on Engravers, and their works, being the
commencement of a new dictionary, which it is not intended to continue, containing some
account of upwards of three hundred masters.
Longman, Rees. 1831.
8vo. viii, (216), 16pp adverts.
~ A note at the front states how "the Author, always anxious to be accurate,
encountered more difficulty than he had anticipated; and he has. determined to
abandon the undertaking, feeling that in order to complete it. more labour would be
required. and a longer continuance of life and health than at his age, perhaps, he might
reasonably calculate upon enjoying". The artists listed run from Hillebrand Vander Aa
to Hans Baldung Grun.

OTTLEY, Henry. A Biographical and Critical Dictionary of Recent and Living Painters and
Engravers, being a supplement to Bryan's Dictionary of Painters and Engravers as edited by
George Stanley.
Henry G. Bohn. 1866.
8vo. iv, [2], 184pp text in double columns.

OUR BOYS CLOTHING COMPANY’S Universal Progressive Drawing Book.
26 Holborn Viaduct, London. c1885.

oblong 4to (150mm x 251mm). 8 lithograph plates with illustrations on both sides of
each page. Original decorative printed wrappers with fine advertisements for
“fashions for present season” on the inner covers, and “views of London shops” on the
rear wrapper. Some slight foxing to the covers but in very good state, a rare survival.

OUDRI, Jean-Baptiste. A Book of Beasts Drawn from Nature, by M. Oudri, & Grav'd by
P.Garon .
Printed & Publish'd Aug.t 1750, by J. Rocque Land Surveyer, Charing Cross.

Etching. Sheet: 195 x 260mm (7¾ x 10¼").
The frontispiece to a drawing book of animals showing the rear of a horse,
demonstrating the technique of foreshortening.
Ref: Grosvenor Prints ( 2020)

OUDRI, Jean-Baptiste. A Book of Beasts, drawn from nature, by M. Oudri, and engraved by
P. Garon, price 2s.
Sayer & Bennett 1775
BM: 1895,1031.183

OUDRI, Jean-Baptiste. A Book of Beasts drawn from nature, by M. Oudri, & grav'd by P.
Garon
Published by R.H. Laurie, map & printseller &c. no. 53 Fleet Street, c1820.
4to. 7 leaves of plates. Captions in French and English. Wove paper; watermark: "W.
Thomas".

OURRY, Lewis. “As early as 1744, one Lewis Ourry had offered to teach drawing privately
and in schools, and to produce patterns for embroidery and other forms of ladies' work: but art
was a sideline for Ourry and he soon opened a French school.”
Fawcett, T. Eighteenth Century Art in Norwich. 1976.

